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Dolly, the brand for a trendy cargo bike, Made in Holland
Are you looking for a trendy cargo bike giving you a sporty ride? Do you want to ride nice and smoothly on an electric cargo bike? Do you want to compose 
your own cargo bike and choose its colour? Then you have come to the right address. Compose your own Dolly cargo bike or visit one of our Dolly dealers 
near you and make a test ride.

The design
The Dolly cargo bikes have a unique and original design, they are trendy, lightweight, elegant and are very recognizable because of their specific materials 
and colours. There are 6 six different frame colours and as many as 12 box colours, so numerous colour combinations are possible. A bold, striking, subtle 
or flashy Dolly cargo bike? You decide!

1st class quality, Made in Holland
The Dolly bikes are manufactured and assembled in-house in The Netherlands, and constructed with the best components there are.

Characteristic for the quality is the extremely strong 3 - layer powder coating on the frame, apart from that stainless steel assembling material is used and 
the bikes are provided with an ART approved lock, thick Sapim spokes and solid BigBull rims.

Great cycling
The starting point for the design of the Dolly cargo bike was: it shouldn’t and can’t be more difficult to ride a cargo bike than a traditional city mom bike. To 
achieve this we chose  for an active sit on the Dolly bike, so that you can manoeuvre energetically without much effort, and easily keep up with the other 
cyclists. The frame is manufactured in the Netherlands and is, therefore, much stiffer than other cargo bikes. Finally, the double-walled synthetic box is a 
lot lighter than the traditional wooden ones.

Come and visit one of our Dolly cargo bike dealers and make a test ride to experience it yourself! 
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The colour of the frame and the box
The Dolly cargo bikes are unique and original, not only because of the design but also because of the many colour combinations. At the moment there are 6 six 
different frame colours, from bold Matte Black to fresh and sporty White. The box is available in 12 different colours, so all in all more than 70 possible colour 
combinations! 

Matte Black 

Ivory Shadow Grey 

White 

Ruby Red 

Laguna Green 
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Apple Green

Shiny Blue

Granite GreyGranite Blue

Ivory

Anthracite Grey Grey

Aqua BlueTaupe

Pastel Green

Fuchsia

Violet 
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Accessories
The Dolly cargo bike comes with several accessories which all complete the Dolly and make riding the Dolly bike even more enjoyable. The accessories have been 
uniquely designed for the Dolly and are made for everyday use. 

Luggage rack

The aluminium luggage 
rack is easy to mount and 
gives the Dolly even more 
options to carry goods. The 
rack is equipped with the 
GMG easy fit system for 
child seats, and comes with 
a strap and a reflector. 

2nd seat

The  2nd seat makes it 
possible to transport more 
than one child. The seat 
has a backrest and comes 
with 2 sets of three-point 
seatbelts. Because of the 
pre-fit holes, the 2nd seat is 
easy to install. 

Ventisit cushion

The cushion is made of the 
soft gauze material Ventisit. 
It is an ideal accessory to 
make the seat even more 
comfortable. The cushion 
is provided with strips of 
Velcro so it can be removed 
and installed quickly and 
easily. 

Maxi-Cosi fitting

The maxi-cosi fitting makes 
it possible to transport a 
maxi-cosi safely. Because of 
the pre-fit holes in the box, 
installing the Maxi-cosi is 
easy. 

Rain cover

The rain cover (colour black) 
is made from the solid and 
strong material Bisonyl. The 
box can be closed easily with 
the rain cover, ideal when 
the Dolly is often outside.

Rain tent

The Bisonyl rain tent (colour 
black) makes sure the 
children stay warm and dry 
in windy, cold and rainy 
weather. The design makes 
it possible to attach and 
remove the tent from the 
box easily, the rain tent has 
several useful zippers.
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D LLYThe Dolly with electric assistance
The Edrive system provides the Dolly with excellent and reliable assistance! The Dolly Edrive is always connected to the Nexus 8 gear system, this means your bike 
does not only run smoothly, it is always in the most comfortable gear. 

Long range and reliable root
The Dolly Edrive has a modern 36V-13A battery, attached to a smoothly running 250 watt brushless motor. This gives the Edrive system more range and a smooth, 
powerful and also very quiet motor. Only the most reliable components have been used for the Edrive. No unnecessary gadgets that can easily cause failure, 
everything is focused on years  and years of uncomplicated pleasure with the Dolly electric cargo bike!

The display is firm and stable and provides 6 assist modes. The display also operates the walk assistance, ideal for turning around in small spaces. The battery is 
located in the box (under the seat), and because of the efficient cable routing, the beautiful design of the Dolly stays intact. Placing the battery under the seat in 
the box also ensures that the battery won’t get wet.

Braking force
For a cargo bike with electric assistance good braking force is very important. You won’t see rim brakes on the Dolly Edrive, the Edrive is always equipped with the 
powerful Shimano IM81 rollerbrakes on the front and rear wheel.

The Dolly Edrive, always tailwind! A great electric cargo bike!

E E DRIV
Dolly Edrive specifications
- Powerful Li-ION battery 36V ∞ 13A ∞ 468WH
- Brushless motor, 20Nm ∞ 250 Watt
- Range on average 50-80km
- 6 assist modes with walk assistance 
- Axle nuts with aluminium sealing caps
- Front wheel motor with roller brake
- Battery stowed neatly in the box

Dolly cargo bike sizes
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